DEFINING LEADERSHIP PRINCIPLE AWARDS

**QUESTION THE STATUS QUO**
Bruce Hilman

**CONFIDENCE WITHOUT ATTITUDE**
Jordan Waiwaiole

**STUDENTS ALWAYS**
Janice Shon

**BEYOND YOURSELF**
Shannon Eliot

**THE BERKELEY LEADER AWARD**
Sean Li

HAAS DEAN'S FELLOWSHIP
Esmond Ai
Nandini Dhullipalla
Joshua Lambertsen
Qing Liu
Rathnakar Padmanaban
Ana Paula Quirino Simoes
Adarsh Uppula
Jordan Waiwaiole
Yu (Kevin) Zeng

BEYOND YOURSELF FELLOWS
Ryan Adams
Liana Ching
Kat Clark
Edward Conte
Jennifer Deangelis
Shannon Eliot
Hannah Lennett
Matthew Saverin

TEACHING AWARDS

**EARL F. CHEIT AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING**
James Wilcox, Evening
Dan Simpson, Weekend

**OUTSTANDING GRADUATE STUDENT INSTRUCTOR AWARD**
Adam Burgess

STUDENT SPEAKER
Kat Clark

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
Cody Cusic
Jordan Waiwaiole

GRADUATED WITH HONORS
Jessica Birnbaum
Deepayan Chakraborti
Liana Ching
Edward Conte
Benjamin Elkin
Patrick O'Neill
Laura Quock
Minh Dat Tran

ELIGIBLE FOR HONORS
Cody Cusic
Michael Hoban
Maria Insalaco
Vaibhav Khire
Shray Khullar
Piotr Kula
Anna Liu
Claire Loncarich
Kenneth Louie
Qi Lu
Dineshwar Mahant
Rajat Mittal
Alessandra Moscoso
Madison Munshi
Zachary Osman
Akshat Parthasarathy
Rose Plomin
Vinay Roy
Adam Straubel
Jordan Waiwaiole
Tao Yang

Graduated with Honors - Honors distinction awarded based on Fall 2019 final GPA.
Eligible for Honors - Honors distinction awarded once final GPA is available.